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OVERALL MARKETING STRATEGY	  
On a global level the overall marketing strategy is to facilitate increased communications, and 
awareness that can be measured around 2 aspects of engagement: 
	 	 	 


Increase Internal Engagement 
Internal engagement is measured as the level of involvement in various activities (min-
istries, events, programming) associated with Trinity UMC.  For the purposes of mea-
surement, we will seek to increase the frequency with which people who are already a 
part of Trinity participate in the following: Sunday Morning Worship Services, Small 
Groups, Connection Groups, Serving.  
!

Be Attractive To Our Community 
We will measure the second goal by how attractive and relevant Trinity is to it’s communi-
ty.  We will create campaigns that seek to create a connection with the community via 
social media, blogging, email marketing and traditional marketing (print ads, direct mail, 
etc). 

!
GOALS AND OUTCOMES 

Based on the overall strategy listed above, we have established the following goals to be 
measured over the next 6 months: 
!
- Sunday Morning Worship Services - 300 regular attenders 
- Increasing frequency of current attenders on Sunday morning 
- 24 new people in small groups (not currently in a group) 
- 30 new people serving on a ministry team (not currently serving on a team) 
- 10 new family units attending on Sunday morning (individual, couple or family) 
!
Additionally, we believe the following metrics will help us accomplish these goals: 
- 1,000 aggregate followers on social media (Twitter + Facebook) 
- 1,500 visitors per month to www.lansingtrinity.org 
- 750 email newsletter subscribers 
!
An audience of this size, represents the equivalent level of engagement of $400/wk spent 
on paid online advertising, as measured by total reach compared to paid reach. 
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IMPLEMENTATION  
To effectively market this brand message to the primary target audience and to accomplish these 
marketing goals, we recommend implementing the following marketing activities.  To facilitate clari-
ty regarding what we deliver for each goal, we have indicated specific activities that we will carry 
out.   
!
Additionally, while Studio Ten Creative would provide most of the delivery of marketing activities, 
this is a collaborative process.  To ensure a successful return on our marketing activities, we would 
meet with the Communications Director (or designee) on a bi-weekly basis to 1) map out upcoming 
events, promotions, and activities that we will use in marketing, and 2) provide analytics and analy-
sis on existing marketing activities.  
 
WE RECOMMEND A 6 MONTH TRIAL PERIOD !
WEBSITE 
The website serves as the first point of connection Trinity UMC, as well as providing a place 	
for people to learn about programming, ministry opportunities, events, and other ways to 	 	
be connected and involved at Trinity UMC.  We would provide support in creating landing pages for 
various ministry promotions, events, and other activities designed to encourage engagement.	  
!
WEEKLY EMAIL NEWSLETTER 
Evaluate and revise current e-news strategy.  Suggest developing a twice a week email content 
schedule, with one mailing focused on a recap of Sunday, and promoting other high level events/
ministries happening at the church, and the second focused on driving traffic to Sunday Morning 
services. 

         
	  (1) Set up e-news templates. 
        (2) Implement email automation and send two emails each week. 
        (3) Create email drip campaigns for new subscribers and/or new attenders. 
!
!
!
!
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BLOG 
The blog serves as a central point of connection for people within the church, looking to 	 	
learn more about activities happening across all ministry areas.  It also serves to attract 	 	
traffic to the website, by creating relevant content for individuals searching for a church 	 	
home.  
	  
We would develop the blog to include frequent updates including articles relevant to current 	
sermon series, group studies, events happening at the church, press releases, and other 	 	
ministry promotions. The blog would serve as the primary marketing instrument for 	 	 	
increasing the awareness of TUMC.  
	  
	 (1) Create a content calendar, incorporating 4-6 posts each month, to include updates 	
	 on ministries, upcoming sermon series, group and service opportunities and other 	 	  
	 programming.  
	 (2) Produce content, with the assistance of content volunteer writers, and publish the blog 	  
	 on a consistent basis, according to the approved content calendar. 
	 (3) Promote site content across social media channels. 
!
!
SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT 
By maximizing social media platforms, the church can increase awareness, as well as 	 	
engagement among the target community, as well as existing members.  Social Media 	 	
allows the church to better connect with it’s target, while allowing people to discover more 	 	
about the experience at Trinity UMC. 

!
(1) Create a social media content calendar. 
(2) Increase activity by engaging followers. 
(3) Focus on increasing following by creating content 1-3 times per day, according to the 
social media calendar. 

!
!
!
!
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SERIES + EVENT GRAPHICS 
Creating captivating, relevant graphics to support worship sermon series, as well as various 	
special events, helps to generate excitement, as well as helping to create awareness and 	 	
brand consistency across different ministry activities. 
!
!
EXPLORE ADDITIONAL MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES 
During the initial 6 month trial engagement, we would research, develop, and propose additional 
traditional media opportunities that would fit the target market for Trinity UMC.  At the end of 6 
months, we would provide recommendations on a strategy that may include marketing and adver-
tising such as: 
!
	 Direct Mail 
	 TV/Radio Advertising 
	 Print Advertising 
	 Billboards/Environmental Advertising 
	 Theater Pre-Roll Placement 
!
!
PRICING STRUCTURE/FEES 
This proposal is structured on a retainer basis.  Based on this proposal, and the marketing activi-
ties that Studio Ten Creative would be providing, the monthly fee would be $3,500.  Studio Ten 
Creative would discount this rate, to $600/month. 
!
!
There will be no ongoing commitment required after 6 months, and Studio Ten Creative will review 
the strategy with Trinity UMC, and its effectiveness, to determine whether adjustments are needed, 
or whether to continue with the proposed marketing activities.   
	  

!
!
!
!
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!
TIMELINE OF DELIVERABLES !
MARCH 
- Create Content Calendars 
- Recruit Content Team 
- Develop Email Newsletter Templates 
- Create a List of Event Graphics Needed 
- Set Up Monthly Communication Meetings 
!
APRIL 
- Begin publishing content to the blog and social channels 
- Begin Email campaigns 
- Begin providing series graphics 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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